


SAVE TIME REDUCE COSTS STAY GREEN STOP INJURIES 
FOUNDATION is a FOUNDATION platforms FOUNDATION platform FOUNDATION platforms 

modular platform system are an economical choice tiles are manufactured raise employees to the 

engineered to deliver all vs. other homegrown using 100% post- proper height and help 

the strength and stability methods for designing consumer Polypropylene prevent Musculoskeletal 

of traditional platforms. and installing platforms. and the aluminum frame Disorders in the 

but in a fraction of the And. it is so versatile is 100% recyclable. workplace. The lightweight 

time. Time is money! that it can easily be All manufacturing but powerful design 

From start to finish, disassembled and re- of FOUNDATION is in also makes installation 

FOUNDATION is hassle- used when needs change. the USA reducing the and handling less risky. 

free. Spend less time Simple design. Simple environmental impact And the FOUNDATION 

planning. budgeting. installation. Simple of cross continental system is compatible with 

purchasing and installing! maintenance. That adds emissions. Plus. as needs ergonomic matting for 

up to money in the bank change, FOUNDATION even more anti-fatigue 

platforms can be reused benefits. 

over and over again. 



OPTIONAL TOE PLATES 3 SURFACE lYPES 

LIFT SLOTS FOR EASY 

TILE REMOVAL 

HEIGHTS FROM 

4" TO 12" HIDDEN LOCK SCREWS 

PR EVE NT Tl LES FROM 

SHIFTING 

LEG CROSS BRACES 

LINK TO LEG FOR 

ENHANCED STABILITY 

10□% RECYCLE□ TILES 4□□ LBS PER TILE M□□UIAR EASY ASSEMBLY 

POST CONSUMER POLYPROPYHNE LOAD RATING SCALE AS YOU NEEO TO OUICKLY ASSEMBLY IARGE SCALE PIATFORMS 
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STRONG & COMFORTABLE 

The Foundation platform system is built on a solid aluminum 

frame. The frame is designed to withstand MUCH greater stresses 

than are ever required for a work platform. But, keeping employees 

safe is the NUMBER ONE PRIORl1Y! 

Each individual 18"x18" tile is rated for a 400 lb load. The rating 

has a built-in safety factor of 3:1, so an individual tile will not 

fail until the load approaches 1,200 lbs. Again, far exceeding the 

normal expectations of a work platform design. 
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NOT SURE 
WHERETO 
START? 

Start Here 
..... Call Your 
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Provide i tern ized 
solution you can 

imple ment fully or 
in steps de pending 
upon your needs 

LET US HELP YOU PLAN YOUR PLATFORM! 
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Planning and purchasing your FOUNDATION platform 

has never been easier! Simply download the planning 

sheet, answer a few questions and email it to us. 

We'll take it from there! 

VISIT WEARWELL.COM/ 

FOUNDATION PLANNING 




